in G such that each nonzero element of G is uniquely expressible in the form sg. for some s in S and some g? The question is answered for a broad (but far from complete) range of S and G.
Let G be a finite abelian group and J*-|î,, *«•■!, í,| a set of k distinct integers.
If there are elements gj, g_, • • • , g in G such that each nonzero element of G is uniquely expressible in the form sg., 1 < i < k, 1 < / < n, we will say that S splits G. The set ig,, • • • , g Î is a splitting set. The cases S = \l, 2, • • • , k\ and S =*-fil« -2, • • • , ík\ arise in the case of tiling Euclidean space by certain starbodies (see [2] and [3]). In [1] it was shown that S = {1, 3, 27} splits no finite abelian group. If each s. £ S is relatively prime to \G\, the order of G, we call the splitting 72072-singular. Throughout we will assume that all groups have at least two elements. (1) {a{a): 1 </<p}u \aia) + g"-a £ A-\0\, 1 < n < q\ is a splitting set for G.
To begin, let U = \a v • • -, a A and V = \gl, • • ■ , g i. Then we wish to show first that G -\0\ = S{a{U)U {a(U) + V)). Noting that SV U iO S is a complete set of coset representatives for G mod a{A), we have G-\0\ = {a{A) -j0|) u {a{A) + SV) = S{a{U)) u {aA + SV). Now, since S splits A in a nonsingular manner, SA = A, hence S{aA) = aA.
Also, for any sets X and Y in G such that SX = X, we have X + SY = SX + SY. Thus G-\0\ = S{a{U)) u {aA + SV)=S{a{U)) u S{aA + V)
as desired.
The uniqueness of the representation follows from the fact that the set
The following two corollaries are of special interest. 
